




For many years, at our highly 
specialised clinic, we understand 
how vulnerable fertility issues can 
make a couple feel and have helped 
hundreds of couples overcome this by 
achieving pregnancy in a healthy, 
safe and stress-reduced environment. 

Since 2004, we have ridden the roller-coaster of fertility with couples, 

whether it be natural fertility or IVF and each year we gain more knowledge

and understanding. We are pleased to share our know'.edge and sl<ills with 

'PROCREATION • ANO WITH 

IT THE ABILITY TO ACHIEVE 

IMMORTALITY BY LIVING ON 

THROUGH ONE'S CHILDREN, 
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you, so you can gain full benefit: not only for overcoow,g fertility issues, but for ongoing day to day health and well-be

ing. We are committed to your health and wilh your input and investment, will help create Ille best environment

for your, (or your partner's), pregnancy to beeome a reality. We also aim to ensure healthy, full-term pregnancies wtth 

the babies created strong. vital and heallhy. There are many different causes tor fertiity issues, 33% of the time it is

the male: 33% of the tme tt is the female and in the other third of cases tt is a C()(TU)ation of both partners. 

So. the idea of precoooeptioo care should not be limtted to lhe woman alone, her partner's state ol health needs 

alSO IO be addressed. 
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Jenny Layton MScCM
Senior Acupuncturist & 
TCM Practitioner

Petra Joly
Director
Principal Acupuncturist & TCM Practitioner



















One thing is true when it comes to meditation 
and other stress reduction and mind body techniques: 
they help to get you into the moment and in doing so, 
out of your head. 

And as you know. stress is one of the most challenging obstacles a person can face when it comes to overall 

health and well- being. Meditation. practiced regularly, visibly reduces the amount of cortisol, the stress homlone

in the body, and increases ho<mones such as oxytocin and melatonin, respons,"ble for rest, relaxation, loving 

emotions, and feelings of trust. 

Meditation can reverse the impacts stress has on your body and your fertility. Meditation can also help you 

prepare yourself mentally and physically f0< pregnancy and parenthood. It teaches patience, helps you get in 

touch with yourself as the creat0< of your baby. and teaches you to relinquish control of your bodly over to 

nature. To practice meditation you could try Yoga. Qi Gong ancllor Tai Chi. 

















'' 1 . h ·1 Cu t1vate t e S01 
Before You Plant the Seed'' 

This old Chinese proverb most wisely

describes how fertility and pregnancy should 

be approached. There is a commitment on 

your part, both on your time and on your 

finances. but the reward is greate, than 

anything else in the worid. We can educate 

you. encourage you and treat you, but, at the 

end of the day it is up to you and your partner 

to put in the work. This hOwever. will benefit 

not only yourselves but your unborn child. 

Because we have a ve,y popular and busy 

clinic, there may be occasions that your 

ongoing appointment times may not be ideal, 

please understand that we will do our best to 

provide a suitable time for you, but this may 

not always be possible. By bool<ing your 

appointments as far in advance as possible, 

you can usually avoid disappointment. 

Warmest wishes, 

Petra Joly and colleagues 

11 H-Olyrood Ave 

Newtown Vic 3220 

0352 228714 
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